Maximum Power Tracking System Based on Power Electronic Topology for Wind Energy Conversion System Applications
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Abstract—Wind energy has emerged as a dominant alternative power generation source. Conventional energy resources are depleting and their increasing cost cannot be ignored. Wind energy has taken an important role in replacing fossil fuels and nuclear energy. However, optimal exploitation of wind energy systems has remained a thought-provoking problem due to the nonlinear behavior of the wind speed. Distribution generation system and isolated micro-grid (MG) are mainly used in wind energy system in order to utilize maximum potential of wind through the maximum power tracking algorithm based on DC-DC boost power electronic converter. In this paper, authors propose a technique which is effectively workable, highly reliable, of low cost and induces less mechanical stress on the wind generator system (WGS). Experimental results of the proposed system verify that the effectiveness near optimal WGS output power increased approximately up to 50%. Thus, better exploitation of the available wind power is obtained under low wind speeds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a continuous rise in power demand. Additional cost is required to control and minimize resultant environmental pollution due to conventional energy production methods. This has stimulated the exploit of non-conventional energy resources. Wind energy is the most prevailing and dominant source of energy among all non-conventional energy resources. Being pollution free, endless and very cheap source for power generation, it is rapidly gaining popularity [1]. In Pakistan and Malaysia research has been conducted in renewable energy systems, consisting of feasibility studies in renewable energy utilization [2-5]. Figure 1 depicts the global cumulative installed capacity of wind energy and Figure 2 depicts the annual installed capacity of wind energy from 2001 to 2017. The trend clearly depicts that it will increase in the future. Region wise wind power installed capacity is depicted in Figure 3 with Asia on the top [6-8]. Optimal exploitation of wind energy systems has remained a challenging problem over the last decades. Generally, power generated from wind turbine systems is not at optimal level due to the nonlinear behavior of the wind speed. The output power of wind energy system depends upon wind speed and wind speed varies throughout the day, hence it is a challenging task for the power engineer to track maximum power output from the wind turbine for all wind speed conditions. Hence, it is conducive to propose a based on experiment algorithm that can track maximum power under variable speed. Many researchers develop their model and simulate their proposed algorithm before real implementation. Modeling and simulation also provide effective ways of analyzing different parameter associated with the wind energy conversion system. But to understand the nonlinear behavior of wind turbine, real time study is the best choice.
MPPT (maximum power point tracker), also known as power point tracker (PPT), is a technique commonly utilized for wind energy systems to optimize the output power under variable speed. However, wind turbines are controlled, in order to operate in a particular array. A wind turbine operates in four different zones [9, 10]. Zone-I is a zero power area where wind speed is too low to generate electrical power. Zone-II, lies between cut-in and rated speed. In this zone, the generator runs under-rated power. In Zone-III, the output power is controlled by the turbine. This happens when wind motion is sufficient for the wind turbine to reach its rated output power. Zone-IV is during stronger winds, where the wind power is so much that it could be unfavorable to the wind turbine, consequently the turbine will shut down [10].

II. MAXIMUM POWER TRACKING TECHNIQUES

A. Power Signal Feedback

Power signal feedback (PSF) technique is based on speed-sensor less power signal feedback algorithm and has many advantages compared to others used for MPPT. In this MPPT technique, it is necessary to know the basic training of optimal curve in order to search optimal power. Many studies discussed that PSF is better than OTC, because the optimal power curve needs to be obtained through simulations/off line experiments on individual wind turbines and the reference power signal is produced through a recorded power curve or mechanical power formula [11-13]. The basic block diagram of PSF is depicted in Figure 4. PSF method uses a reference power which is maximum power at that particular wind speed. This presents an issue, as the prior knowledge of the wind turbine characteristics and wind speed measurements is required [13].

B. Tip Speed Ratio Technique

Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) MPPT technique is a simple technique because wind motion is directly and uninterruptedly estimated and can be calculated analytically and experimentally [13-15]. The finest TSR for a specified wind turbine is fixed independently from wind speed. However, wind speed is measured for achieving optimal rotor speed through optimum tip speed level as shown in Figure 5. The estimation technique is based on support vector regression, where inputs to the wind speed approximate are power and rotational speed of the wind turbine [14-15].

TSR control offers good performance with fast response and high efficiency. However, continuous precise wind speed measurements are not possible in reality. An accurate anemometer is expensive and adds extra cost to the system [13].

C. Optimal Torque Control Technique

Its block diagram is visualized in Figure 6. The basic principle of this technique is to regulate the electrical generator torque at optimal power reference torque of the desired wind speed of the wind turbine system.

Turbine power can be expected as a function of tip speed ratio and turbine speed [15-18]. Therefore, optimal torque equation can be written as follows in order to obtain the wind speed. We know that:

\[ P_{\text{opt}} = \frac{1}{2\lambda^2} \pi R^3 \omega^3 C_{p\text{opt}} \]  
\[ T_{\text{opt}} = \frac{1}{\omega R^2} \frac{1}{\omega \theta_\gamma} \]  
\[ k_{\text{opt}} = \frac{1}{2\lambda^2} \pi R^3 \omega^3 C_{p\text{opt}} \]

where (2) is the analytical expression of the optimal torque curve, and can be used as a mechanical torque control. Authors
in [19] reported that there is no big difference between power signal MPPT & OTC MPPT controller regarding performances and complexities. In reality, the optimal torque control technique is efficient, rapid in operation and easy to construct. OTC does not directly estimate the wind speed, that’s why its efficiency is lower compared to that of TSR [17].

D. Summary

The above mentioned techniques have some limitations, e.g. they require expensive devices like anemometers, which add extra cost to the system and they also require advanced knowledge of wind turbine characteristics. Our major aim is to seek an optimum tracker for a variable speed wind energy conversion system application which does not require advanced knowledge of the wind turbine characteristics or expensive devices for wind speed measurement. This paper compiles and investigates optimal tracking control algorithms, particularly squirrel cage induction machine (SCIM) based on its configuration model.

III. WIND GENERATOR MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

The power produced at the impact area on the turbine is expressed as [21, 27, 30, 31]:

\[ P_w = 0.5 \rho \pi C_p(\lambda, \beta) R^2 V_w^3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( \rho = 1.25 \text{kg/m}^3 \) is the wind density, \( R \) is the length of the turbine blade, \( V_w \) is the wind speed, \( C_p = 0.3 - 0.59 \) is the coefficient of power, \( \beta \) is the pitch angle (in degrees) assuming zero degrees for Zone-II, \( \lambda \) is the tip speed ratio and can be described as:

\[ \lambda = \frac{\omega R}{V_w} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( \omega \) is the wind generator rotor speed (in rad/sec). The turbine power relations with the wind power are defined as:

\[ P_t = T \omega R = C_p(\lambda, \beta) P_w \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ C_p = \left(0.73\right)151 \frac{1}{R \omega} V_w - 13.635e - 0.03 \left(1 \frac{V_w}{R \omega} - 0.003\right)^3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

From (4) to (7), the turbine power of the wind generator captured by the wind turbine system is described by the wind speed and wind turbine speed can be defined as [22-31]:

\[ P_t = 55.155C_p - 0.09 \exp \left(\frac{V_w}{R \omega} - 0.003\right)^{-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

From (8), the wind turbine power versus wind turbine speed is shown in Figure 7. It is observed that turbine power varies with respect to turbine speed at different wind speeds. From Figure 7, we see that maximum power moves on a 3\textsuperscript{rd} order curve, which illustrates the maximum power produced by the wind turbine at each wind speed.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR WIND GENERATOR SYSTEM

A grid connected wind power system circuit diagram before booster is shown in Figure 8. The back electromagnetic force of the wind-generator system consists of a 3-phase sinusoidal voltage which is inverted to dc-voltage \( (V_{dc}) \) through a rectifier. In this study, our main intention on maximum power tracking control is performed by regulating the duty cycle of the DC-DC boost converted to the DC side. DC-DC equivalent circuit diagram for the generator control is shown in Figure 10. The DC-DC boost converter adjusts \( (V_{dc}) \) through current/voltage control, and the dc-link voltage \( (V_{dc}) \) is controlled through an inverter on grid side converter (GSC).

![Circuit diagram without booster.](image1)

![Circuit diagram with booster.](image2)

V. PROPOSED MPPT TECHNIQUE

The proposed technique uses duty cycle as control variable to vary the generator speed with respect to turbine in the same proportion. This technique is basically based on the topology of power electronics which vary the duty cycle according to the measurement of output power taken successively and compare it with previous obtained result. The major problem of tracking the output power with the help of power electronic converter using duty cycle as a control variable, is effectively resolving the abrupt climb technique [32]. The technique is quite simple, independent and flexible, and does not need prior knowledge of wind turbine characteristics and expensive devices for speed measurement.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND DISCUSSION

For real time study of WECS, a wind tunnel is required, which is usually built to generate artificial controlled wind speed to run a wind energy conversion system. However, it is costly and space demanding. A software simulator is simple but it has many restrictions on real time analysis. A good solution is to emulate the wind turbine characteristic using a motor generator (MG)-set, in which the motor is run and controlled to reproduce the wind turbine profile under variable wind speeds. Through comprehensive study, a MG-set is employed as a model of the wind energy conversion system based on completely experimental setup. The machine used for power generation is SCIM. Permanent magnet DC machine is used as wind turbine emulator to analyze the non-linear behavior of wind turbine. In this application, a motor is operated at variable speed to analyze the output power of squirrel cage induction generator without and with DC-DC booster. Our main goal is to analyze the importance of maximum power point tracking in variable speed conditions. Figure 10 shows the experimental setup assembled on basis of DC-DC boost converter as discussed above.

![Experimental set up desk for maximum power tracking system.](image)

Initially, wind energy system was operated without DC-DC booster connected to the rectified output of the squirrel cage induction generator to analyze the output parameters like voltage, current, power under variable speed conditions. A resistive load was used as dummy load to take successive power measurements to analyze the generator output. To analyze the importance of power point tracking, the rectified output of the wind generator system was fed to the DC-DC booster consisting of one MOSFET and the calculated capacitor values from primary to secondary are 235µf, 900V and 470µf, 450V respectively. The output inductor rated value is 1.8mH, 2.5A, having switching frequency around 240kHz (Table 1). The effectiveness of the system response of the proposed MPTS control strategy based on DC-DC boost converter by varying duty cycle was confirmed.

![Power response with varying rpm.](image)

Parameters related to wind energy conversion system like speed, current, voltage and power were observed without any tracking technique applied to the wind generator system output and with the proposed technique applied to it. Squirrel cage induction generator operated at various speed conditions and its output power was analyzed either at different time durations or at regular intervals. Speed response is shown in Figure 11, which shows that generator output power varies with generator speed. It can be seen that at first the generator operated at 1110rpm and the power output was almost less than 10W. When speed varied from 1110rpm to 1130rpm, observed power was between 40W and 50W. With further increase in speed, the output power increased and vice versa.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Through the experimental setup, results were obtained by varying the prime mover speed at different time durations in order to analyze the output of the wind-turbine system considering the squirrel cage induction generator. Prime mover is a PMDC permanent magnet direct current motor which acts as wind turbine emulator. Squirrel cage induction generator is coupled with wind turbine emulator and runs at variable speed.

![Experimental results and discussion](image)

TABLE I. EQUIPMENT LIST AND DISCRIPITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Equipment</th>
<th>Description with Model No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime Mover (DC permanent magnet machine)</td>
<td>180Vdc, 2.7A, 0.4KW, 2500rpm. Type: EM-3330-1A, S/N: 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Phase Squirrel Motor (SCIG)</td>
<td>3-Phase, 220V, 1.4A, 50/60Hz, 0.3KW, 1420/1670rpm. Type: EM-3330-3C, S/N: 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachometer (Tachometer 20713A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectifier (for 3phase)</td>
<td>PE-5310-5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring instrument</td>
<td>Company Yalong: YL195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load (Resistor)</td>
<td>1-100Ω2, 500W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor (excitation cap)</td>
<td>15uf ±5%, 350-400VAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>Power Electronics Universal Supply Mod: AEP-1/EV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booster</td>
<td>Capacitor: 470uf 450V*3 Inductor: 1.8mH 5A Diode: P600J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function generator</td>
<td>GW Instek GFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital oscilloscope</td>
<td>GW Instek GDS-1162A, 60Mhz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this research study, our major intention was to extract the maximum power under varying speed of the prime mover. This application basically uses duty cycle as control variable to vary the generator speed with respect to wind turbine. In the proposed system, duty cycle varies with the help of pulse width modulation on the pulse applied to the gate of the MOSFET used in DC-DC booster. Speed and duty cycle vary and the generator output is observed so that power can be maximized by changing the point of energy conversion. In this application, the duty cycle of MOSFET used in the DC-DC booster varied from 20% to 44.1%. The cumulative response of duty cycle at different timings can be shown in Figure 12.
applied at the rectified output of the squirrel cage induction generator. The rectified output was analyzed by successive power measurements. Figure 13 shows the response of power without booster at different time durations. The maximum output from the generator is 42.67W at 1170rpm without booster connect at the output. The squirrel cage induction generator is coupled with wind turbine emulator, runs at variable speed, and parameters related to wind energy conversion system like speed, current, voltage were observed without and with booster. It was found that current and voltage increased/boosted individually. In the power response without booster we found that maximum output power of the generator was 42.67W at almost 1170rpm. When we applied this rectified output to booster, it was also changed in the same proportion. At 1170rpm duty cycle changed by 44.1% and the output power with booster was 69.08W. Power response at different time durations with booster can be seen in Figure 14. Maximum output power with booster was 69.08W which is greater in comparison to the one without booster.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a prototype experimental model was developed for a maximum power tracking system with a step-up DC-DC power converter. The advantages of the proposed MTPS technique are: No prior knowledge is required for maximum power characteristics and wind speed. The wind turbine system operates at varying speed, so WGS takes minimum stress on a varying factor as the shaft/gear system. The proposed MTPS is dependent neither on wind speed and rotor speed rating of the wind generator system nor on the capacity of the DC-DC boost converter. The experimental results of the proposed model represent the output power generated by the wind generator system. They verify that WGS maximum power at the grid side is around 20% to 50% larger by varying duty cycle than when with directly connected with the rectifier. The proposed system utilizes more effectively the existing wind energy, in particular in the minimum wind speed region.
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APPENDIX

ACRONYMS

WGS Wind Generator System
WECS Wind Energy Conversion System
SCIG Squirrel Cage Induction Generator
DC Direct Current
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking
MPTS Maximum Power Tracking system
MOSFET Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
TSR Tip Speed Ratio
OLT Optimal Load Torque
PSF Power Signal Feedback
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